WILLIAM HOLDER
[Born 1616. Divine. Fellow of the Royal Society 1663. Canon of
St. Paul's 1672. Sub-Dean of the Chapel Royal (i 674) where he became
so famous a disciplinarian that he was known as Mr. Snub-Dean. He
published Elements of Speech in 1669 and various treatises on harmony
and the Julian Calendar. Died 1698.]
H
E is a handsome, gracefull person, and of a delicate
constitution, and of an even and smooth temper; so
that, if one would goe about to describe a perfect good
> would drawe this Doctor's Character. He is very Musical^
both theoretically and practically, and he had a sweet voyce :
gracefull Elocution; his discourse so Gent, and obligeing;
cleer reason; is a good Poet. He is extremely well qualified
for his place of the Sub-Almoner of the King's Chapell, being
a person abhorring covetousnes, and full of Pitty.
The only Son of Edward Popham, Admirall for the Parlia-
ment, being borne deafe and dumbe, was sent to him to learne
to speake, which he taught him to doe: by what method, and
how soon, you may see in the Appendix concerning it to his
Ekmnts of Speech. It is a most ingeniose and curious Discourse,
and untouched by any other; he was beholding to no Author;
did only consult with Nature. This Gentleman's son afterwards
was a little while (upon Dr Holder's preferment to Ely) a
scholar of Dr. Wallis, (a most ill-natured man, an egregious
Iyer and backbiter, a flatterer and fawner on my Lord Brouncker
and his Miss, that my Lord may keepe up his reputation)
under whom he forgott what he leatnt before, the child not
enduring his morose pedantique humour. Not long since in
one of the Philosophical Transactions is entered a long mountebank-
ing panegyrique of the Doctor's prayse for doeing so strange a
thing and never makes any mention of Dr. Holder at all. Dr.
H. questioning Oldenburgh (I happened to be then present)
Mr. Oldenburgh (though a great friend of Dr. Wallis) acknow-
ledged that the Doctor himselfe penned it every word; which
occasioned Dr. Holder to write against him in a pamphlet in 4to.
Mr. Thomas Hobbes writes to me, I wonder not if Dr.
Wallis, or any other, that have studyed Mathematicks onely to
gaiae Preferment, when his ignorance is discovered, convert
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